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Marjorie Rowe Chosen Queen of
the Winter Carnival; Other
Features
—m—
'Nit!: the rhythmic beating of tornthe shrill squeaks of the flageolet
the rumbling bombs of the ballyhoo
1. :lie third annual country circus be•: Friday afternoon at 5 o'clock and
tiitit.(1. favored by enormous patron.,g,. until 1 o'cl.ick the fi.dlowing morning.
Selections by the Maine band, members of which were dressed as "Weary
wilbe.," a wrestling act by Morrison
and Clark. stunts on the trapeze by Drew
tarns and Twotnbley, and Gardiner
„lid Hall, a parade of notables (students
impersonating well known professors)
and constant merriment by a troupe of
el.mms. were the high lights of the main
performance. which was from 8.30 to
9.31.)
The side shows began to do business
at 5 in the afternoon under the direction
Ilentley Hutchins of Bangor. "Baby
Dolls" were disposed of rapidly at two
mitli
where spendthrift
students
matched their skill against old Dame
Fortune. In one booth, a "hairy ape" of
the Paleozoic age displayed himself to
all for the modest sum of ten cents. A
maze constructed for the occasion attracted many of the adventurous visitors
(Continued on Page Six)

Coach Brice Will Assist in Coaching Competitors; New Rulings
—m—
With sonw here at last, preparations
for the Winter Carnival are going along
at a breakneck speed. Coach Brice has
promised to help coach the Winter
Sports teams and to assist in the selection of contestants in the competitive
try-outs. The Physical Training Department has consented lo cooperate to the
extent of allowing Sophomores and
Freshmen to try out for this team in lieu
of the regular gymnasium work.
The question of whether or not the
Maine Winter Sports team shall wear a
white bear as distinctive insignia was
placed before the Athletic Board, and
they decided to sanction it, providing
there was no ,erious protest from student organizations. The Student Senate
will take action on this question immediately after the holidays.
At a recent meeting of the Maine
Winter Sports Association, it was decided that the following events should
count for points: ski jumping; snowshoe
dash of 150 yards; ski relay of four
men, a total of a half mile; a five mile
-ki cross country race; and a three mile
snowshoe cross country race.
(Continued on Page Five)

Elaborate Settings for
The Comedy "Milestones

shave themselves was revealed by Mr.
Shaw. proprietor of the University Barber Shop, in a conversation with a Campus reporter recently.
"We only get two or three shaves a
day." said the barber. "and they are usually students who have overslept in the
morning. The bulk of our trade is haircuts, and we have many pretty regular
customers. The average of the students
is from ten days to two weeks between
haircuts. A gentleman should never go
over two weeks," Mr. Shaw stated.
"Do the co-eds patronize you much?"
the reporter inquired.
"Oh, we have quite a few Co-ed customers, especially since Jim came," was
the reply. "Jim is a ladies' man, and has
lots of patience with them."
NVhile Mr. Shaw was talking his scissors were busily engaged. But his assistants were idle and decidedly interested in the interview. Suggestions came
fast and heavy.
Mr. Shaw continued, "I have been here
thirteen years—"
"And haven't killed a man yet," from
Jim. "I guess these fellows want to get
their names in the paper," the chief explained. "The short and garrulous one
is "Chris" Holman, from Kennebunk
Beach. And the big gray chap is Jim
Mullen—"
"From Eastport. Maine, where sardines come from," Jim again broke in.

might think I'm one."
"Yes. I've been here thirteen >tar..
and Orono and the University has become home to me." Mr. Shaw resumes!.
"I have watched many men come and
go in that time."
"Take "Ned" Lawrence now. He was
an awful old "Ned." Every time he
came in here he was up to something.
He used to make out checks to me as
George McLaughlin Shaw, my full name.
I used to threaten not to cash them. One
day "Ned" stuck a sheet of fly paper on
the seat of my pants. It came off, and
I took it and slammed it down on his
head. It stuck to his hair of course, and
had to be pulled off and a shampoo was
necessary before he got thru. But he
was up to something else the next time
he came in."
"Chris" and "Jim" could no longer be
suppressed. "Tell them we have three
barbers and there's no waiting," said
one. "Tell them they are next," said
the other. And other suggestions followed so fast that the poor reporter
threw up his hands in distress.
"Guess we'll have to have another
flood or something to keep the students
on the campus so as to keep these fellows busy," Mr. Shaw remarked. "As
it is, many of the boys go off to Orono
or Old Town for their haircuts. Perhaps they don't realize that we have
three barbers and can give them good
service right here on the campus."

f

VARSITY BASKETEERS
ALUMNI ASS'N WANTS
Hockey Team Has Good
Students to Depict Eternal
RIDE OVER P. A. C. Maine
STUDENT CO-OPERATION
Prospects for Season
Conflict Between Cupid and
Mammon
The basketball team opened the season
saturday night by a 38-14 victory over
On Thursday evening, directly followPortland Athletic Club. Maine scored
ing the Christmas tree. the Department
pmint, bei,ore the opponents shot a
of Public Speaking will present the first
play of the season, "Milestones." This
Maine led tlw
itors by 11 points at is a three-act comedy by Arnold Bennett
,i,endof the first half and it looked
and Edward Knoblock and has had long
uieli a much larger score would be
:,•..,1 tip the next half, hut the visitors runs in all parts of the United States
and England.
back strong and made several
The were is laid throughout in the
.hots from the floor.
draving r.mitn of the Rhead matt-ion in
Maine rallied in the last half and
Kensington. Eng!and. The first act oc-m
four baskets in succession.
in 1860, when the main characters
curs
I he attstanding stars of the game
men and young women. In
young
are
„‘•re Captain Berg and Horsman of
between the progressive spirconflict
the
\laine and Price and Keen for P. A. C.
it of one of the partners in a business
summary:
concern and the conservative spirit of
Iterg, If...
If Keen the others, one love affair is shattered
Lake rf
rf Sterling and another pair rises triumphant over
Soderburg c
c White every obstacle. In the second act, the
Ilorsman 1g
Ig Prince second generation. in 1 5, is faced with
Woodbury, rg
rg Frazer the same problem, can love overcome all
Silbstitutes for Maine: Mason and obstacles, even family opposition? The
Carter.
third act shows the third generation, aidSubstitutes for P. A. C.: Williams ed by a maiden great-aunt. who does not
propose that their lives shall be spoiled
Morrisette.
Time. Two 20 minute periods.
as was hers, by opposition to marriage
with the one she loved, fighting for the
Referee. H. E. Edwards.
right to live their own lives and marry
Timer. F. C. Brice.
Scorer, Lincoln.
whom they wish. The play contains
light and heavy parts.
both
—Si
Although a large portion of the proceeds are to go to the Student Christian
.Nssociations, to help finance the expenses of delegates to the Student Vol-

Miss Huesman, Coach of
Women's Sports, Resigns

(Continued on Page Fives
Miss Theresa Huesman, director of
women's Physical Education and athletic coach, has just resigned. There
will be none to take her place until after
Christmas vacation. Owing to this fact,
there will be no classes in physical edu'Akin until after the Christmas holt'laYs. The girls are put on their honor
to take the regular hikes during this
coming week.
A native of Minneapolis and a graduate of the University of Minnesota. Miss
linesman came to the University last
Year after having taken two years of
p.cial training in physical education at
Wellesley College. She was responsible
the organization of the first girls'
field hockey team ever
to represent the
iiniversity and it was largely through her
endeavors that the Women's Branch of
the University of
Maine Athletic Association was formed.
Miss Huesman was a capable coach
and a sincere friend
of the University.
It is to be regretted that she
resigned
at this time.

Hosea Buck is Host
To Harriers at Banquet
All roads led to Bangor last Thursday night, December 6, for the Cross
Country Team and also Coach Kanaly.
"Prexy" Little and "Hamp" Bryant, who
gathered at Hosea Buck's for a banquet.
Those representing the team were Ames.
Hillman. Noyes, Gem Patten, Hart.
Berg. Raymond and Knowland.
The house was very attractively decorated with Maine colors and banners.
The table was ornamented with little
Japanese girl place cards and several
blue candles and the banquet was served
in six courses. "Prexy" Little was in
form with his humor which kept the
others constantly laughing.
After the banquet was over there was
a meeting of the letter men who elected
Clyde Patten as captain for 1924 During the meeting there were several

_m—

Secretary Clark Says Seniors Are Several Veterans Out; New Rink
Indifferent to Organization
to Be Largest in Maine
—m—
"It is of the greatest difficulty to inThe Hockey schedule for the coming
terest the students, particularly the sen- season has been arranged and includes
iors, in the Alumni Association." said some of the strongest teams in the East.
Alumni Secretary "Bob" Clark in a rec- The trip into Massachusetts during the
ent conversation with a Campus report- first part of January will be strenuous,
er. "Yet the backbone of any Univer- as the men will either be playing or
:ity is its alumni body, and the students traveling most of the time. But the
of today will soon 1w members of that prospects of a successful season are
good. Among the strongest men on the
body.
"Our biggest problem is always with team are: Captain Elliott who has played
the graduating class," Mr. Clark con- in Montreal and has been on the Maine
tinued. "The greatest number of lost team 3 years, ex-captain Stearns who has
alumni are recent graduates. Not until also been on the team 3 years, and Stone
several years after graduating do many who has played in Massachusetts and
realize their attachment to their Alma has been on the Maine team two years.
Mater. But in time they nearly all get Both Baxter and Stover are experienced
in touch with the Alumni Association, men who were on the Maine team last
for that is the medium that connects year that tied for the State Championthem with the University. In this time, ship.
Work on the new rink is being rushed.
however, we have lost the support of a
number of alumni who could have been It will be 100 by 150 feet, one of the
largest in the state. It is to be illumiof inestimable service to Maine.
"This is a deplorable condition, and nated by a complex system of lights that
one which we hope to remedy. To do so will make it as bright as day. This is
necessary as some of the games will be
(Continued on Page Five)
played at night; and also, practice sessions will last until after nightfall. The
game with Maine's ancient rival, Bowdoin during the Winter Carnival, is
Varsity Athletes Reminded
looked forward to with great interest,
of Ruling
for the teams are both good and at that
time they will be in their prime.
The Athletic Board wishes the
students to bear in mind during
Si
Christmas vacation the substance
of Rule 9 of the New England
Conference rules on eligibility
which is as follows:
"No person shall be eligible to
represent his institution in any inFrank A. "Pat" French, athletic directercolegiatc athletic contest who,
tor at Deering high school from the fall
during the college year, has enof 1919 to the spring of 1923 inclusive,
gaged in any athletic contest not
and now a teacher at the local school
connected with his institution."
was yesterday elected head coach at Jor(Note: The college year is dedan high school of Lewiston to succeed
fined as that period of time beJohn Butler, former Bates and Catholic
ginning on the official registraUniversity athlete, who has been made
tion date at the opening of the
principal. French will tender his resigcollege year and closing on the
nation to the Portland School Board toofficial commencement date.)
day, to become effective on January 1.
This is a very important ruling
and will take up his duties in Lewiston
and will be followed to the letter.
at that time.
The student has his own choke.
• While at Deering, the former UniverIf he desires to participate in insity of Maine star turned out a state
tercollegiate athletics he must
championship track team and football
confire his efforts to playing on
elevens that were amongst the best in
the University teams.
the state. While his baseball clubs won
This rule does not prevent men
no pennants, he piloted several good
from playing summer baseball.

"Pat" French, Maine '17,
To Coach at Lewiston
--m—

(Continued on Page Six)

Object Is to Keep Complete Record of a Student's Accomplishments
—m—
During the chapel hour last Friday the
freshmen in the College of Technology
had the personnel system explained to
them by Dean Boardman and Professor
Creamer. It is expected that this system
will ultimately be enlarged to take in
the entire student body. At present,
however, it is being developed in the
College of
Technology.
Professor
Creamer has been appointed Assistant to
the Dean and will have direct charge of
the details of the service.
The primary object of the service is
to bring the faculty and students closer
together so that the weak and strong
qualities of each student can be recognized. Frequent personal interviews
will be held by the Dean and his assistant in order that each student may
thoroughly know himself. In this way
it is hoped to discover early in his course
the student who is not fitted for the
work in which he is registered.
The secondary purpose is to have a
complete record of the student. This
record will extend from his fitting school
through the University to his graduate
life. It will include family history, academic record, and college activities. At
the end of the senidt year rather complete data will be at hand which will be
of great assistance in recommending our
graduates for positions.
In determining the ranks three divisions are made: first : the scholastic record; second: the result of recommendations by both students and faculty; and
third: the personal interview.
The method of procedure is as follows: each freshman in the College of
Technology must fill in the blank which
was furnished them at the meeting last
Friday and submit it to the office of the
Dean in Wingate Hall. The student is
then assigned a period for a personal interview with Dean Boardman or Professor Creamer. The blank must contain the names of three members of the
faculty and two students, all of whom
have been more or less closely associated
with the student. Letters will be sent
out from the office of the Dean asking
for certain information. This information, together with results of the interview are tabulated and weighted. The
(Continued on Page Five)
Si

New York Tribune Lauds
Hillman For Generosity
—m—
New York, Dec. 4, 1923
The Editor of the campus.
University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed is a clipping from the New
York Tribune under date of November
27, 1923 giving an account of the recent
cross country race up in Van Cortland
Park. You may have received this long
ago, hut in case you haven't, I am sending it, in order that the true sportsmanship as shown by a MAINE MAN will
not go by unnoticed.
Do you not think that that part of the
account calling attention to the true
sportsmanship on the part of a MAINE
MAN warrants reprinting in the Campus
in order that it may be distributed thruout the student body.
Yours for Maine,
Leon E. Lambert '16
The half-mile stretch at the end
brought out many spirited finishes, and
it must have been heartrending to the
runners to see the precious line through
foggy eyes, realizing that they were getting but four feet nearer with every
stride. This in particular can be applied to Raymond, who finished third
only because he had strength enough to
carry him over the finish: no more.
HILLMAN, his teammate, who was
only a few yards in the rear, made little
effort to overtake his captain after such
a fine exhibition of gameness.
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Chapel Editor
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AssociAt the meeting of the Athletic
to
voted
ation. Thursday. Dec. U. it was
award letter, to both Lou Merrill and
Charlie Noyes. Both are seniors and
liave been out for varsity teams for
four sear,. Merrill has taken many a
beating front Fraser and the other
tackles on the football team while Noyes
has paved the way for many a victory
in crisis country.
The board approved the election of
football captain and manager and of the
basketball and hockey teams.
"Rube" Eastman. representing the Intra-Mural A. A. presented the idea of
awarding letters for minor sports. A
committee consisting of Prof. Halverson
and George Gruhn was appointed to
consider this question.

Mr. V:Mace. director of athletic, s.
have charge of the team. and C.
Murphy will act in an advisory
position
But as Mr. ‘Vallace does not profess
t.
be a hockey coach. and as Coach Murph:,
can give but little of his time to
tht
sport. neither will be held responsible.
"Circumstances Make it necessan
!.
put up with these conditions this
•
said Manager Bryant, "but in twii
three years we hope to have a regulacoach for hockey."

There appeared in a recent issue of the
Campus an editorial criticizing the ,indent council because "Many believe that
the council is lifeless, and the idea is
Reporters
fairly well borne out by the facts." It
.1,.hn Donovan '24. John Stevens 24, Mansfield Packard .26. Donald Peuley '25
Helen Mayo 'Ai. Aura Coburn '25. Frederie N. veils 'IS. Kathleen Hunt
, Irving
statement is true it is greatly to the
the
kelley 'Z. Margaret Ward .25. Albert Nor-e '24. Mary Priem] *24.
discredit of the men's student body itself.
The Men's Student Council at Maine
Business Department
is an instrument like any other form of
Business Manager_
Frank Hussey 'IS
Chwulation Manager_
Delmont Palatial 39
government. If the instrument is not
Ant Circulation Manager
used, is it the fault of the instrument
Assistant Hueneme Managers
Football Schedule
Philip Carr IS
Arthur Staples '26
itself or the fault of the student body
football
The
Donald Tronant '11
schedule for 1924 ha,
whose instrument it is?
been announced as follows:
The Student Senate, the now active
Subscriptions, 111.00 per year
Sept. 27 Rhode Island—Kingston
part of the council, is becoming a fairly
Single Copia'. Five Oasts
efficient organization. We admit it is
Entered as second class matter at the postoffiee, Orono, Maine
Oct. 4 Boston Univ.—Orono
The editor in chief is responsible fur the general polity of the paper and for the
not fully developed. No similar organiOct. 11 Conn. Aggies—Orono
editorial columns; the managing editor for the news eolumns and tbe makeup of the
zation could become fully developed in
paper: and the business manager for the business and Oneness.
Oct. 18 Bates College—Orono
Communications should be it the postontee at Alumni Hall before Saturday noon
so short a space of time. The point is
Hockey Coaching
to Insure publication
Oct. 25 Colby College—Orono
that it is already sufficiently organized
Printed by the University Prcss, Orono, Me
That responsibility for the success of
to act in behalf of the student body. The
Nov. 1 Bowdoin—Brunswick
hockey season will be placed on no
school calendar as it now stands was the the
Hosea Buck—Maine Man
was announced to the Campus to- Nov. 8 New Hampshire—Durham
work of the Student Senate, approved by one,
"If we had more Alumni hLe loaa Busk
Manchester
thongs would be accomplished
day by R. H. Bryant, graduate manager
here," is the sentiment we often hear at the University. Certainly every member the faculty committee. The Red Cross of athletics.
Nov. 15 Tufts—Medford
of the University. whether student, alumnus, or faculty member, has ample cause drive was handled, and handled successfully, by the same body. The members
to be grateful to Mr. Buck for his services to Maine.
the Senate, after finding the opinion
of
capacity
official
In an
Mr. Buck is a Trustee of the University. a member of
the executive committee of the Trustees, a director of the University Store, and of the groups they represent, voted in
favor of dances after basketball gam. s.
a member of the Athletic Board.
addition
to all these things. "Hosea" as he is familiarly known, is an ardent Directly as a result of that action, PresiIn
Maine man, of the class of 1893. Every worthy cause receives his support. For dent Little gave his consent which he
The final plans for the Christmas tree
two consecutive years he has given a liberal sum to debating. He also has a had previously withheld. No matter has
been
referred
celebrati
to
on on the University Oval
the
student
Senate
by
pleasing habit of giving banquets at his home to the members of our championship
the faculty or student body which has Thursday evening were announced in
athletic teams. and presenting them with sweaters.
It would be a well-nigh endless task for us to attempt to mention all of the not been acted upon fairly and effective- chapel, Monday by two speakers.
ly.
Betty Hunt '24, told of the approprimany things he has done for his Alma Mater.
It seems the most natural thing in the ate:less of coming together at the ChristOn behalf of every member of the University the Campus assures Mr. Buck
world for the student body to have a mas season for a grand celebration bethat his generosity is appreciated and extends to him the grateful thanks of all.
really representative organization thru fore going home for the holidays. She
which it may take up administrative spoke of the Christmas tree. Christmas
Christmas Vacation
problems
. and with which the faculty carols and the play, and urged that
At the end of this week 1254) students of the University will be widely scatwill
cooperate
. The Board of Trustees everybody come with the true Christtered in towns and cities of Maine and other states. Many of these men and
women have considerable influence in their home communities How they devote has provided that representatives from mas spirit and help make the first antime can mean a great deal to Maine. If they devote it merely to the Senate may go before the board at its nual Christmas tree a success.
their vacat
That the Cross Country Team conGeorge Gruhn '25, spoke of the Unipleasure seeking, the result will be negative as far as the University is concerned. meetings to present the needs and opinions
of
the
student
tinued
body.
their training by taking long
President
ver,
ity
Little
of
Wisconsi
n
where
the
ChristBut every one of these 1250 can do their Alma Mater a real service by going
among the high and prep school seniors and influencing the most desirable of those has been more than fair in considering mas tree idea has met with great success walks after the banquet?
student opinion as expressed by the in years past. An elaborate program
King Burdick?
boys and girls to apply for admission to the University of Maine.
is
council. It is time for the student body arranged there two or three months
The
Sigma Nu animal fair?
in
to wake up to these possibilities.
That
advance
some folks strained their ccand
the
students
consider
it
an
Merry Christmas
In the past there has been too much honor to participate. He announce
This is a season of happiness for all of us, for we are soon going home for
d that at "Listen to Me"?
crabbing from Morris chairs and simi- at our first Christmas celebrati
Poor Perkins' pathetic loneliness?
on Thursthe most cheerful time of the year. the Christmas holidays. To help along the
lar places of rest in all corners of the day night there would
The professors' Christmas presents of
be solos by the
good spirit the Mains Campus wishes to all its readers a Merry Christmas and a
campus. This is all destructive stuff. college Glee Club and
quartette. Follow- prelims? Many thanks!!
Happy New Year.
Let's do something constructive and ing the Christmas tree
Del studying
in the library?
exercises, the
take up problems in a man-to-man fash- play "Milestones"
That
some are owls—and some are
will
be
given in the
Take the Campus Home
ion through the Student Council. It's chapel by home
talent. The proceeds not?
Why not take the Campus home with pin this vacation and show it to the
one more chance for Maine men to take will be used to
That angelic before-Christmas .,•!isend Student Volunteer
folks there, young and old? By reading your paper they can get better acquainted
advantage of an opportunity.
delegates to the convention in Indianap- tude?
with your University than in any other way we could suggest.
olis. December 29 to January 2.
What clever composers the Theta t its
Hazen H. Ayer
In conclusion Gruhn said that he are?
Milestones to the Indianapolis Convention
President Men's Student Senate
hoped everybody would attend the fes"Milestones to the Indianapolis Convention" is the inscription that appears
That the snow has come?
tivities, so that it could be announce
on the tickets to the comedy play which is to be presented Thursday evening. And
d
with a clear conscience that "the affair
that is surely what they are, for • •• s ticket that is sold means more money to
was a real success and well supporte
help send delegates to the Indianapolis Conference of Chri,tian workers, at which
d
by the student body."
more than 5000 student. from all over the United States will meet.
Campus Board meetings hereafter will
We believe the play %%arrant% the support of the students on its own merits.
The Sodalitas Latina held its regulabe
more lively. This resolve grew out
as well as for the fact that those who attend will he aiding a worthy cause.
NEW RULINGS BY
meetiog Thursday evening, December t
BOARD
of the fact that at last Wednesday's
at Wingate Hall. The initiation cereOF TRUSTEES
meeting, there were fewer members
Let's Resolve
---SI—
mony was held. The initiates were
While the remembrance of our mid-semester ranks is still with us. and before present than ever before,
A meeting of the board of
Brewer.
which indicated
trustees Esther Thompson, Frances
was held Thursday, Dec. 6 in
Christmas instills us with its cheerful optimism. let's make a few resolutions for a lack
which the Mary Larkin, Margaret Fraser, Annie
of attraction. Even though they
the coming year.
following actions of interest were
taken: Fuller, Alma Perkins, Marian Eaton. 3
And as the primary thing, as individuals, that we are here for, is to learn are working conscientiously, many of
"Voted that the Executive
Committe
e regular meeting of the club was held
the
reporters and "cubs" have been so be. and
something, let's resolve to study harder and get better rank than ever before.
hereby is. instructed to secure after the completion of the Initiation
irregular
in
attendance that the Board the services
Of course we cannot expect our resolutions to last over a month after New
of engineers to investigate ceremony.
Year's. hut by the end of that time finals will be over and our purpose accom- has not been able to become acquainted under their supervision the
heating, wawith them. This makes the task of as- ter.
plished.
lighting, and sewage systems
on the
signing work very difficult, for the edi•
campus and report to the
Board
tors
such
say
that
each
person
has his pecu- changes as may
Phi Beta Kappa was never made on attendance at the movies or rank in card
be found requisite to put
liar capabilities and preferences.
playing
the various systems in
condition to proHereafter the roll will be taken, and side
LOST—Phi Mu fraternity pin. Findadequately for existing
after the news topics have been read: the
buildings er please return to the Registrar's office
and provide for future
extension."
reporter will state his preference of asor telephone 173-4. Reward.
"Voted that during the period
signment, if he has any. Then a copy of
of Dean
LOST—Two keys on a string GymHart's leave of absence
his work be nasium
the week's "Campus" will be construclocker key No. 3. Finder please
handled,
if possible, by the
Delta Nu chapter of Sigma Nu fra- tively criticized,
present
and
adreasons
return
given for ministrative officers,
to Registrar.
NI
it being understood
ternity concluded its initiation Tuesday "cutting" or rewriting a story.
On the that this arrangem
Five parishes last Sunday heard U.
ent is only temporary
A tramp knocked at a kitchen
of M. students speak from the pulpit. evening and the annual banquet took other hand, the accurate story written in in character."
clear
English
place
in
the
with
house
chapter
Wednesd
unique
ay
and said: "Please, kind lady, I'm a
phrasing will
In Orono "011ie" Berg spoke in the
man. The doctor gimme this mediont
United Parish, and Austin Wilkins spoke evening. December 12. The initiates are be commended. Upper classmcn are to CHANGE
IN YE
ECONOMIC but I need something to take it with.
in the Methodist church in the morning. Leroy I. 1)a w son '25, of Vergennes, Vt.. be elected to the Board as soon as their
GUILD
The woman was ready to help. "Po'
The object of these two students' talks Edward 1.c Fouts '26, of Washington. work will merit it. David C. Jacobs
was to ask cooperation of the Orono D. C., Sanford B. Chandler '27. Auburn, was unanimously elected a reporter at
fellow," she said, "do you want a slWt
The charter of Ye
people, to help send the ten selected Clyde E. Murray '27 of Madison, Charles this meeting.
was changed to provide Economic Guild and a glass of water?"
for limited memHarris
'27,
Augusta.
Robert
C.
Small
'27,
delegates to the big Student Volunteer
"No, mum. I wouldn't trouble :
bership at a meeting
held Tuesday eve- but
Convention to be held in Indianapolis: Auburn. Lester E. %'ass '27, Southwest
this !taster be took after meals.
•
ning.
by attending the play. "Milestones.' Harbor. 11. Norton Welsher '27, milliyou got a meal handy?"—Judge.
Wording
of
the new charter
which is to be given on the campus next !locket.
which
was approved by a
unanimous vote of
Phi Mu Delta fraternity held its an- the
Thursday evening. Ted Monroe spoke
Coach—"Not a man on the squad smembets present, is as
follows: he given liberty this afternoon."
in one of the Bangor churches.
nual fall initiation and banquet in
Ban- "Members shall be elected to
the organiIn the evening. Austin Wilkins, Leona
zation at the
gor. Saturday, December 8. The
Voice—"Give me liberty Or give 111
beginning of each semesiniReed, Joy Nevins. and Guy Griffin spoke
death."
ter.
tiates were as follows: George A. Cary
Membership shall not exceed
respectively in the Grace Methodist
thirty."
El Circulo Espanol held its regular
Coach—"Who said that?"
Officers and executive
'27 of Brockton. Mass.. Lewis J.
committee of
Church. Bangor
Car- the old
At the Christian meeting Tuesday evening. December 4.
N'oice—"Patrick Henry."
organizat
penter '27 of Patten. Robert Huston
ion form the
church, "Bee" Johns•m, Doris Tw itchell, at Fernald Hall. The initiation cere'24 of the new
nucleus
of Woodfords, Elwin B. Hodgins
Guild. Members will
'27 of elected after
Herby Bean. and Stanley Hyde spoke mony was held. Fahelyn Percival, Dolbe
She: 1.et's g,. to some pl.,
the Christmas
Houlton. Lewis E. Kennison '26
vacation for winter. summer,
respectively. Two solos were sung by ores Mutty. Wilson James and Simear
of interest in
and the emir
economic subjects,
Calais, Elliot R. Miles '26 of Calais.
character nice and warm. Then we ‘‘•
Miss Keen, accompanied by Doris Twit- Sawyer were initiated. Games were enAl- and leadership,
and rank.
bert D. Nutting '27 of Oxford.
James
joyed by all present. Refreshments of
come back.
D. Parsons '27 of No. Gorham,
Lyman
punch and crackers were served.
He: Arc go to hell.—Banto.
We've
all
C. Poole 27 of Pemaquid.
heard of the girl
who had
Eugene to swim back
The Flea: "Now I'll hide on you."
from a motor boat
Scribner '27 of Oakland, and Lester
The Pup: "Get out, this is my hide!" Don't forget
R. but we all
ride:
"Do you use Colgate's tooth -t-,1-',
the Maine "Hello." Wentworth '27 of Calais.
look up to the girl
who had
to parachute back
"No,
I don't room with him
from an aeroplane
.
mester."
News Editor...
AMMO* Eitor—
AMOS'
Iloodias Editor.

'24
'16
'26
'24

ti
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Plans For Christmas Tree
Told by Chapel Speakers

Campus Board Meetings
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Kappa

The Kappa
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3. The annu:
held at the Ca
day night, Dec.
bers are: Artl
got.: Addison
Donald B. Dr,
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Sodalitas Latina

LOST

Student Speakers in the
Bangor and Orono Pulpits

Sigma Nu Initiation

Phi Mu Delta initiates
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The Off Campus Girl

1
1
:

of athletic- .
km, and
dvisory positien
not profess t,,
s Coach Murple
his time te th't
Id responsiblis
it necessary t
tions this(y•ear:
"but in two o!
have a regula-
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Faculty Extension Lectures

A jump, a tart, a dream, a fit.
I look up at my faithful watch.
My head is full of question marks.
Am I Irish or French or Scotch?

Continuing the Labium iitatiguratcd
last year. the University of Maine is offering a series of lectures by faculty
inembers to schools and clubs of the state
which desire to take advantage of them
It does nut matter in the least.
and
programs indicating the lecture, ofwrav
Unconsciously. I dress myself
tif
I I.1
tered hate been distributed.
I astet b16111.1..111,19f11
I comb my hair. I know not when.
6.4n ingvcalserat a. Aft
The speakers who are as affable are:
as of 49.1111911 bcnelts
And eat my breakfast off the shelf.
Prof.
J. H. Ashworth, economics; Prof.
I., she shut.
Mark Bailey. public speaking: Prof. W.
At last I start, and then come to.
E. Barrows, electrical engineering ;
I guess I'm feeling up to par.
Prof. C. II. Batchelder, biology : Prof.
I gaze down at my watch again.
A. I. Bless. physics; Dean H. S. BoardThen run to catch the Old Town car.
man. Prof. C. A. Brautlecht. chemistry ;
Prof. Noah R. Bryan, mathematics;
Yes, toothless Charlie has his smile.
Prof. Evelyn Buchan. sociology; Prof.
His graceful way of taking fares.
H .D. Carrington and Prof. R. R. DrumGive him a dime or dollar bill;
mond, German: Prof. G. D. Chase. LatThis is the new Hinged Cap on Williams' Shaving
He'll never tell you that he cares.
in; Prof. L. H. Dawson, physics; Prof.
Cream. Williams'is the only shaving cream having
John
W. Draper. Prof. H. M. Ellis, Carl
this convenience feature. We want you to tell us
The same old gang is always there.
A. Nfendum. Irving T. Richards. James
how the cap appeals to you. So we make this offer:
I wonder if they stayed all night,
W. Whaler and Hobart E. Rowlands,
Or did they go there when I did.
English; Prof. Donald Folsom and
And get up long before 'twas light?
Prof.
George E. Simmons, agriculture:
Fur the best sentence of ten words or less on the value
Esther McGinnis and Pearl S. Greene,
uf the Williams' Hinged Cap, we offer the following
The night, now past, 1 studied hard
home economics; B. S. Kent, H. W.
prizes: 1st prize $100; 2nd prize $50; two 3rd prizes,
The
words were typed well in my brains Leavitt and A. C. Lyon, engineering; F.
; $25 each; two 4th prizes, $10 each;six 5th prizes, $5
The jolty car upsets my types
each. Any undergraduate or graduate student is eliJ. Kueny. French; Roy M. Peterson,
With which I took so many pains.
gible. If two or more persons submit identical slogans
Spanish; Dean James N. Hart and Dean
IL
deemed worthy of prizes, the full amount of the prize
James S. Stevens.
will be awarded to each. Contest closes at midnight
We swish, we swash, we back, we fill.
The list of speakers and their subMarch 14, 1924. Winners will be announced as soon
Sometimes I think I'm in a ship
jects
follow:
thereafter as possible. Submit any number ofslogans
And sea-sick I give Toots my fare
Ashworth. J. H.: Marriage and Dibut write on one side of paper only, putting name,
Thinking the porter likes his tip.
vorce; Major Social Problems; Responaddress,college and class at top of each sheet. Address
sibility of Citizenship in a Democracy.
letters to Contest Editor, The J. B. Williams Co.,
At last, they all begin to rise
Glastonbury, Conn.
Bailey, Mark: Dramatic Recital,
I 'spose I'm there I don't jes' know
Barrows, W. E.: The Growth and Use Editor of the Campus,
I swagger forth to my calc class
of Electricity in Lighting; The Uses of Dear Sir:
The class to which I love to go.
The smutty story of the freshman
Electricity in the Affairs of the World;
.- 1fill••••••
New Systems of Interior and Street smoker must got
So ev'ry day 'tis ever thus
The indecent story of the freshman
Lighting.
God blesses all with shining light
Batchelder, C. H.: How the Birds Got smoker is neither necessary to society
Now is there anyone who says
Their Feathers. Lantern; How the Po- nor constructive or educational in its
The girl off-campus is not all right?
nature. Nevertheless it is tolerated
tato Bug Came to Maine. Lantern.
rather than desired. It stays more beBless,
A.
McL.
*Science
I.:
C.
Teaching.
That some faculty members don't
i he Kappa Sigma fraternity held its
Boardman. H. S.: Conservation of cause it is a custom than for any other
believe in signs (especially the one in
initiation during the week of December
reason. The question comes up whether
Two
students
Water.
on
train
a
Lantern.
were
telling
the library regarding conversation)?
3. The annual initiation banquet was
shout their abilities to see and hear. The
Brautlecht, C. A.: A Ton of Coal. or not it is an evil custom. After interThe "Lean-to's" on Balentine Sunday one says: "Do you see that barn over Chemistry of Heat and Light.
held at the Canoe Club, Hampden, Friiewing many upperclassmen I find a
day night, December 7. The new mem- nights?
there on the horizon?"
Bryan, N. R.: 'The Kind of Mathe .ery large majority are of the opinion
.
ayes.
bers are: Arthur L. Atwood '27, Banmatis That a High School Boy or Girl that this form of entertainment should
The fragrance of Sigma Nu's new
gor; Addison M. Bliss '27, Lewiston; lawn?
"Can you see that fly walking around Needs Most; Gem Sketches From tle ,e abolished. A. truly as swearing
Donald B. Dressel '25, Bangor: James
!lows the presence of a bad habit or
on the roof of that barn?"
History of Mathematics.
That it only takes two men to remove
W. Drysdale '27. Westfield. Mass.;
"No, but I can hear the shingles crack
Buchan. Evelyn: Juvenile Delinquen a lack of vo.•abulary, to the same deCarleton H. Hackett '26, South Brewer; "Spike" Donovan's moustache?
when he steps on them."-e4evyan.
cy; Vocational Education; Women an,: gree does a social event consisting of
Carroll E. Hackett '27, New Vinyard;
smutty stories exhibit a lack of social
Professions; Race Problems.
IL
Raymond Finley '25, Augusta; Alton R.
HEARD OVER THE TELEPHONE
Carringto
H.
n,
D.; The Opera Faust. training and ignorance of social manBates won over Wellesley College in
Higgins '27, Lewiston; Forest A. TayChase. G. D.: Simplified Spelling; ners.
"Have you anything on tonight?"
their first debate with the fair sex. "The
lor '27, Waterville; Norman A. Meserve
Many will ask, "If we do away with
"No."
Bates Student" says: "They stood under Personal Names.
'27, Gorham, N. H.; Sprague R. Whitthis
phase of the smoker, which at presDawson,
"All right then. Meet me at the Lib hot fire, but showed gentlemanly superiL. H.: Everyday Physics
99
ney '25. Framingham. Mass.
ent
takes
up a large part of the evening,
(Experime
at 7:30."
ntal).
ority.
Draper, John W.: Shakespeare's Eng- what would take its place?" Here is a
land (With or without lantern); Book suggestion. Let each freshman have a
Making in the Past. With exhibits (For University song book and have him
learn the songs. There is a piano in
groups of not over 30).
Drummond, R. R.: Switzerland of To- every fraternity house. Could not an
orchestra be organized and the evening
day. •
Ellis, H. M.: The Making o; the Pop- be spent in a clean atmosphere? Would
ulation of Maine; Contemporary Maine it not be better to see our freshmen goPoets (Mainly readings) ; *Some Con- ing to a smoker armed with their musical instruments rather than with a suptemporary American Poets.
ply of smutty stories? Think it over.
Evans, W. S.: Why Students Fail.
Sincerely yours,
Folsom, Donald: t*The Running-out
or Degeneration of Potatoes. (With or
T. L G.
without lantern).
Greene, Pearl S.: Food Fads.
Grover, A. L.: Mt. Katandin and Its
—is
Surroundings. Lantern.
Monday evening, December 3, the coHart, James N.: Measuring the Stars
and the Universe. (With or without eds were highly entertained by an initiate from Alpha Sigma Mu. The bashlantern) *School and College.
Hitchner, E. R.: The Bacteriologist in ful gentleman gave several interesting
readings from "Vogue."
the Role of Detective.
Wednesday evening, December 5, three
Huddilston. J. H.: The Holy Land at
neophytes from S. A. E. favored BalenClose Range.
Kent, B. S.: History of Iron; Wood tine with an excellent concert. One
solo, "When the Coffin Goes By" was
Preservation.
Kueny, F. J.: French Government In- much appreciated.
Another outburst of song was enjoyed
stitutions.
Leavitt. H. W.: Highways and the Sunday night, when Sigma No serenaded Balentine .
Transportation Problem.
Jessie Wood '26, spent the week-end
Lyon,
A.
ASH prizes -totaling $1,500.00—
C.: Common Map ProjecTo be eligible for one of these cash
in Bangor. the guest of Christine Mctions.
will
awarded for the best adverprizes, you must be a college student.
McGinnis, Esther: Women in the Laughlin '26.
tisements written for college publicaArlene Ware '25 and Mildred Osborne
Professions; Home Economics at the
'25
spent the week end in their re pecUniversit
y;
The
Purposes
of Home
tions by college students on the worldAll advertisements must be received
tit e homes.
Economics Education.
famous cereal products, Grape-Nuts,
on or before January 15, 1924, and
Mcndum Carl A.: *Dr. Samuel Johnson and His Friends: 'Sr Walter Scott
Post Toasties and Post's Bran Flakes.
Drunk-1 shay. old man lest) go ote
awards will be made February 15, 1924.
and His Friends.
and have a party.
Four grand prizes, the first $200.00;
Merrill, L. H.: Vitamines.
Temperate one-I'm sorry, but I have
Peterson. Roy M.: Our Southern a case of dyspepsia.
the second $125.00; the third $75.00;
Ask the business manager of The
Neighbors in Latin America; Middle
Drunk-S'all right. Bring it along,
and the fourth $50.00 for the best adMaine Campus or write us for informaWestern Radicalism.
Ill drink anything -Punch Bawl.
vertisements received from all colleges,
tion about the contest, and literature
and special prizes of $25.00 each for the
describing the products, right away. See
grogeoerkeeTee-.. s
best advertisement received from each
if you can't write the best ad in your

$250 in Prizes

redule
for 1924
ws:
-Kingston
-Orono
-Orono
-Orono
-Orono
inswick

114,

ire-Durhans •
rd

Pollard, L. J.: Education and Social
Heredity, •Fnvironment and
the Child
Richards, Irving
:
'Forgotten
Maine Poet: John Neal of Portland.
(For Portland or vicinity).
Rowlands, Hobart F.: *The Young
Man and Journalism.
Russell. F. L.: Our Friend the Horse;
fThe Farmer's Medicine Chest.
Simmons. Geo. E.: Community Problems; tCrop, Production Problems;
tWhere the Money Goes and What is
Received for It.
Stes ens. James S.: 'lime English Bible;
Charles Dickens; Robert Browning.
Sweetser. W. J.: Fuel Conservation.
or Coal: Water. from an engineering
vieupoint ; Steel, physical properties due
to heat treatment or a microphotographic
study; Heating and Ventilation.
Weston. Chas. P.: *What and Why is
a College Education?: 'Profs and
Profits.
Whaler. James W.: Religion in Contemporary Poetry; The Modern Novel;
*The Quest of the Wild Flower. With
lantern.
Whitmore, A. A.: Current Events.
Willard, H. R.: Mathematics in Business.
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Kappa Sigma Initiates
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HAVE YOU NOTICED?1

$1,500.00

in cash prizes

1st Prize - - $200.00
2nd Prize - - 125.00
3rd Prize
75.00
4th Prize - 50.00

and Special Awards of $25.00 Each

C

99

9

pladt
entire )Tat
Wi!! neve

re

college.

college, and top the entire field as well.

Orono Restaurint

Intercollegiate Ad-Writing Contest Department

Under New Manag m nt

Postum Cereal Company, Inc.

Open Evenings

Inter.

)0th -paste?"
him this ge.

BALENTINE NOTES

Battle Creek, Michigan.

A. S. PERHAM
Miil Street

Prop.
Orono. Mai e2

THE

MAINE CAMPUS

as one of the western universi
What the Constitution
ties that has just started this sport wrote College Photos
I :0country
the Blge track department for inGuarantees IL S. Citizens ,ormatio
L. H. EATON
n about the long grind.

t
,..,../
qi

Elaborat

Talk It Over At

Tel. 217
HCMC!
Mill St.
“ii
The Constitution as a whole is the
ORON
u
greatest masterpiece on statcscraft that
.4
A Christmas Vacation Suggestion To Seniors
., V
has ever been formulated by mankind.
...1
'
That eminent and learned English statesHIS is your last year in college. This is your
BEN K. SKLAR
man. William E. Gladstone, once spoke
Christmas vacation.
List
of the Constitution of the United States
No. Maas: Si.
Oen TOWS
career after graduation is a question
Your
as "the most wonderful work ever struck
Ant
very
trips
busy
cannot
and
will want to talk over with the folks
make
you
that
off at a given time by the brain and purbut will refund carfare to student cushome. They will be ev..a more interested than
1 rZ
at
pose of man."
The following members of the class of tomers. Up to date clothes for college '
I 44 you are. Now is the time to do it.
It is the first legal document by man 1927 were initiated into
Beta Eta chap- trade.
The John Hancock h :s in its field organi:ation
oil
that recognized the inalienable rights of ter of Beta Theta Pi
fraternity. Decem11N producers who began as 1;,e in-uranee men ii-unediman. as superior to the powers of Con- ber 7, 1923.
Iod Ltely after graduation ::-. 1 !..:v.2 tmde a conspicuous
gress. Every individual under the jurisz....
Edward Douglas Johnson, Fanuel.
success of it.
diction of the Constitution, who res- Mass.; Everett
Isaac Waltz, Newcastle.
ki
Why waste time tr,,::, -.. :.! , ,mething else which
pects the equal rights of his fellowmen. Daniel Webster.
Bangor; Clayton Turnli
looks 'just as good” 1:::, eleft come into the life
possesses certain inalienable and God- bull Bockus,
Stoneham, Mass.; Thomas
insurance work to C.17. ,-Li.- with the man who got
:4
11
given prerogatives among which are. 1.yall Dickson.
Mexico; George Boston
into
the game from t!,-.tart?
life. libertv. atul justice. Liberty is the Lewis. N. Berwic
et
k; Lawrence Perley
'it V
Tql1c it over rt l-k-rn:: ..nd remember that you can
greatest of these natural gifts.
Ciigswell, Washington. I). C.; Cyril
get information a:-..1 !-, :;-ful advice by addressing
The gift of life without the gift of Gray Cogswell,
Washington, D. C.; RoitAll
Dancing Every Wednesday It
/17,.
, :1 , 1\2pm-talent
liberty is abject slavery. Liberty comes land Chester
Johnson, N. Berwick, Me.
and Saturday
'
17,11
before happiness as a person can not be
BETA INFORMAL PARTY
truly happy unless he is free to worship
The annual fall informal party of the
Watch papers for Special
God in harmony with the dictates of his Beta Theta Pi
fraternity was held at the
Attractions
4'
;c
own conscience. The love of liberty is chapter house
A
44
Saturday evening, DecemBANGO
R,
MAINE
val
the strongest sentiment that God has ber 8.
,,..00` LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
planted in the soul of man. The freeOF BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS
ro*
Professor and Mrs. Barrows and Mr.
_,neyears ighteinpss.
Now insurine One Billion,Seven Hundred
dom which the conscience demands in Pearson were
4)
4
the chaperones. Music
Million D.:iiars in policies on 3,250,000 live•
ri.\
the cause of religion. transcends every by Chalmers'
orchestra was enjoyed by
Tittl
other claim upon the soul and prepares those present.
Patronize Our Advertisers
4344''''-::;- iveZi‘'"
;
..
"-'
and inspires the human mind to assert
---,--....• :4-54."
its God-given rights, and to suffer and
endure as in no other cause. The annals of history instruct us that the love
and struggle for religious liberty have
led men in all ages to look the sternest
religious despotism and tyranny in the
face, and unflinchingly declare for the
natural right, of men. Principalities
and power, that exercised absolute
authority in all things, both human and
divine, over the consciences of men, were
frequently made to tremble before a few
daring men who had the courage to asAt 5:20 P. M., March 8th, 1920, Wes.
sert their convictions in the face of tremendous obstacles.
tinghouse Ttabine Established World's
Eternal vigilance, now as ever, is the
Record for 0,,ntinuous Running.
price of civil and religious liberty. Liberty does not mean that the individual
has a license to do what he pleases irrespective of the rights of others. Liberty under law works no ill or injury to
our neighbors. Every person's liberty
ends where another person's injury begins. Liberty and justice are twin
brothers who can not be separated without destroying both. Essential and
equal justice is guaranteed to every citizen under the federal Constitution.
The Constitution has set certain limiWestations upon the legislative powers of
our law-making bodies. Our legislators.
tinghouse inwhether state or national, can not legisstalled a 45,000
late upon every subject under heaven.
K. W.Turbine in
However, there are some who imagine
they can, and frequently attempt to do
the power house of the Narraganset t
it. Of course, it is possible for ConElectric Light Company,Providence,
gress and the state legislatures to pass
IL
1., early in December. 1919. t
laws in violation of the prohibitive provisions of the federal Constitution, but
WaS 110 I bought of more than the
whenever they do they are overriding the
average weekly power house run.
federal Constitution, and it becomes the
duty of the Supreme Court of the
Abnormal weather conditions. howUnited States to declare such laws unever,
brought so steady a demand for
constitutional and void, which is frepower, that the unit was not shut
quently done. Or, the people may take
the matter in their own hands and redown until March 81 h. 19•20. after a
peal these obnoxious laws by the refercontinuous run of 84 days, 11 hours.
endum plan.
(To he Continued
and 36 minutes.
At the recent A. A. meeting, it was
voted that a cross country letter should
be awarded Charlie Noyes '24 for the
tight and spirit that he showed in sticking to the Varsity squad for four years.
--m
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CHATEAU'
DANSANT

A Record StillUnbroken
What Engineering Owes
to Good Workmanship

'''

Dean Stevens Lectures
On "Types of Humor"
—m---

"Types of Humor" was the subject
of a talk given by Dean Stevens Monday
of this week before the students of Old
Town High School and again Tuesda
y
before the teachers of Bangor. Written during the war to relieve the seriousness of the situation, this lecture was
tirst delivered in chapel here, and
has
since been delivered to a number
of
clubs, including the Rotary Club and
the
Women's Business and Professional Club
of Bangor. It is a serious study of
the
evolution of humor from the
earliest
times up to the present, and include
s
examples from Hebrew. Sanskrit. Greek,
and Roman, as well as typical illustra
tions of French, English. Irish,
Scotch.
and American humor. The Americ
an
is especially emphasized and is
divided
into seven classes which in a. more or
less definite form have come down to us
from Aristophanes.
51

SPORTS
Coach Kanaly and Conrad Kennison
were in Waterville Saturday to attend
a meeting of the Maine Intercollegiate
Track and Field Association.
Maine must be a fairly prominent figure in the Eastern Collegiate cross

45,iiteo K. IF. II felft,fithifleI ross.1
pepsoul Tierbint ('nil to the Stat.,' ofthe .% Jr,
z,,,inistt
'rm. I'At I lot% prI7111. PfUridellf
e. 11

This was especially remarkable in
that the unit consists of two turbine
generator sets. each of which operates independently of the other. so that the result was
the mechanical equivalent of operating a
single machine continuously for 169 days.
If sluice permit t oil. many astounding figures
could be eited—about
K. W. 11. generated
during this period, the %Nator
coal used,
the cooling system. the oiling system, etc.
For example, tO keep the genera tors cool,over
18.000.000.000 cubic feet of air passed through
them. NN
equals '2.000 times thr total
weight Iif t he gtsivra tors and I heir hod plates.

I

Equally impressive, oil was pumped through
the self-contained lubricating system
to the
bearings at the rate of 600 gallons
a minute.
had the oiling system failed for only
30 seconds, the hearings would have been
wrecked,
and other parts of the unit harmed!
There is interesting histor back
of the
operation of Westinghouse Turbi
ne Units of
3,000 K. W.and higher. Notable
records have
been made in many of the world
's great power
plants. performance that is a tribut
e to remarkable engineering and good workm
anship.

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT
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Elaborate Settings for the Comedy
"Milestones"
(Continuid from Page One)
unteer Consemtion in Indianapolis. the
primary purpose is not to raise money.
kit to present a good play. Those who
me are promised one of the best stunt performances they have ever witThe Department of Public
which had started work on the
eaking,
7s1
before it was decided to give a large
of the proemis to the Christian
-,ociations, has spared no pains to
make this the best performance yet presented on the campus. The costuming
and stage settings are elaborate and the
.it is a talented one.
The cast in the order of appearance'
:ollows:
Pauline Chalmers
Mrs. Rhead
Helen Peabody
Rose Sibley
Elizabeth Hunt
Gertrude Rhead
Thompson
Harry Stern
Harry Candage
Samuel Sibley
Kenneth MacGregory
John Rhead
Wesley Densmore
Ned Pym
Anna Green
Emily Rhead
Charles Hammond
Arthur Preece
Rosemary Curran
Nancy Sibley
Harry Stern
Webster
Monkhurst
Alton Higgins
Ardis Woodward
Muriel Pym
Richard Sibley
Albert Rights
As an added feature, the University
orchestra will give several numbers before the performance and between the
acts. This will be the first opportunity
of the year to hear the University or,-hestra.
r
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Christmas
Gifts

PRACTICAL CH/11!,TH AS Ulf IS IU A VUUNG MAN
Sheep Lined Coat. Knitted est. Leather Sport Coat, Robe. Nes:kw Car
Shirt, Glo%es, Pajamas. Muffler. sweatel. Belt Large and saried assort
ments at most reasonable prices
EXCHANGE Si.. BANlAlk
J. WATERMAN CO.
Maine's Largest Outfitters for Men and Boys

for

CAMPBELL'S INC.

All the Family
Books, Stationery
Desk Sets, Books ends
Christmas Cards

.140-150 EXCHANGE Sr., BANGOR, ME.
The best place to buy your athletic supplies and sporting goods.
"A Safe Place to Trade."
Make our store your Bangor Headquarters.
You will be most welcome.

1

S.3121VcI

DILLINGHAM'S

i.SVIAIX 210.1
II3NNVII V ION AHM

I

13 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine
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permanent record.
One University of Maine forestry
lowirS,3'q
A system similar to this is being conducted in several institutions in various student who is combining the practical
parts of the country with excellent re- with the theoretical end of his education
sults. It is expected that the system will is T. Clifford Eastman ex-'24, who is
be applied to the sophomores and juniors the owner and operator of the Western
Intra-mural Association Announces in the College of Technology later in Maine Forest Nursery, located at FryeNLY
burg, Maine. This is considered to be
Program for Third Carnival
the college year.
the
most
up
to
date
nursery
in
the
State
(Continued from Page One)
being fully equipped with a modern
. The following rules were approved by
sprinkler system and other conveniences.
the Association: weights on snowshoes
This nursery occupies about 10 acres
will be allowed. Bear paw snowshoes will
of land and produces only such species
be barred. Ski poles may be carried,
"Books make ideal Christmas presents.
of trees as may be planted for reforeshut must be kept throughout the race; Their almost unlimited variety, their
tration purposes. It now has 75,000
and if a pole is broken the end must be
character of permanence are in their fav- two-year white pine seedlings, and 700,carried. A man in a trail must get out
000 one-year seedlings of white pine and
ORIGINAL
if the man following challenges him; a or, but what is most in their favor is a
Norway spruce. Enough seed is to be
book's
power
express
to
a sympathy of
challenge may be a tred on his ski, or it
planted next year to produce 1,000.0(X)
may be a call. In the cross country races the spirit." says Grant Overton, a well
seedlings
of white pine, white spruce,
the first man gets five points; the sec- known literary critic in a recent article.
Scotch pine and Norway spruce.
There was a time when books were
ond, three; and the third, one.
Demand for trees for reforestration
Below is the program of the Third considered appropriate gifts for one's
is
so great that the most of the nursery's
"highbrow" friends only, but nowadays
Annual Winter Carnival:
output
is already purchased for delivery
Feb. 6 Hockey game. Colby vs. everyone reads and is anxious to build up
as soon as they reach the marketable age
library.
his
To
among
he
the elite, one
Maine 8:00 P. M. Alumni Field.
of three years. The little trees are sold
must be informed about the newest
Feb. 7 "Cappy Ricks" by Maine
in bunches of 50. in lots ranging from
books. Young men, still in college or
Masque. Fancy Skating at Hockey
1,000 to 100,000. The price ranges from
very recently graduated, are setting the
Rink 10:15 P. M.
$11 to $30 per thousand.
Feb. 8 Morning. Trials for events fashion in the literary world, both as
The trees are bought by lumber and
Afternoon. Hockey Game. Bowdoin vs. authors and as critics.
pulp companies and by farmers who are
There are books to suit the particular
Maine. 3:00 P. M.
just beginning to utilize their waste lands
Evening. Carnival Ball. Alumni Hall, tastes of everyone on the Christmas
by planting trees.
shopping list. For the more staid and
8:00 P. M.
"The timber supply for the coming
conservative people, there are new volFeb. 9 Morning. Field Events.
generations depends almost wholly upon
26 State St., Bangor, Me.
Afternoon. Inter-Collegiate Competition umes of biography or history; for those
this form of reforestration." Mr. EastMaine, Bates, Colby, Bowdoin.
who have the wanderlust, books about
The Finest Cigar Store
man asserts.
Evening. Crowning the Carnival Queen. foreign countries, with alluring illustrain the Country
"Rube," as he is familiarly known on
tions; for the people with a love for the
Presentation of trophies.
AGENTS FOR
the campus, left school at the end of his
Open-house parties. 8:00 P. M.
aesthetic and artistic side of life, modern
sophomore year to start his nursery, but
Keywoodie
Pipes
poetry or older works in attractive bindreturned again this year as a junior. He
Page & Shaw Candies
books
ings,
music
and
on
arts.
The
the
Alumni Association Wants Stuis a member of Maine's winter sports
and Mfgs. of the
fiction today is so varied in appeal that
dent Co-operation
team and of Phi Kappa Sigma fratera gift of a novel is easy to select,
B. C. M. CIGAR
(Continued from Page One)
nity.
whether one is looking for a mystery
‘‘i want to get in closer relationship
yarn, a romance, or a story written from
with the students."
TRANSFERS
the standpoint of the new psychology.
"Don't you think your Alumni EmFor small boys and girls, there is a
ployment Bureau will interest the seniors fascinating assortment
•
There are 10 students attending the
of books in the
•
Neatly combed, well-;pt hair is a
in the Association?" the reporter inUniversity
who
have
transferred
this
shops, some of them very inexpensive.
business and som a]
•
OURS IS THE
Auired.
STACONIB makes the h „ir stay combed
Children are real booklovers and few year from other colleges. They are as
in any style )ou like eNtlI after it has
"Yes," agreed Mr. Clark, "I do. As gifts give them more delight than books. follows:
just been AA ashed.
XMAS
yet, however, I do not know just what
Felix Baylin '26, Dalhousie University,
Books seem to express the true spirit
STACON111—the original—has been
we can do with it. But it is certain
I used for years by stars of stage and
that of Christmas and there is a dignity and Halifax, N. S.
GIFT SHOP
screen—leaders of style. Write today
there are a large number of Alumni who,
Arthur Brewster '26, Worcester Poly.
an enduring value in a book which no
for free trial tube.
altho they may not he employers, are in
Inst.
other gift possesses.
Tubes-35c Jars-75c
FOR MEN
situations to recommend men for posiVernon C. Bryant '26, delbert College.
on STACOMB—in the black,
tions. By securing the aid of such men
Western Reserve U.
yellow and gold package.
Miller 6 Webster
we hope to place every Maine man
For sale at your druggist Of wherever
Edward L. Fouts '26, George Washwho
toilet goods are sold.
so desires in a position for advancement
ington University.
.
Clothing Co.
—I/—
Standard Laboratories,Inc.
"By just such service as this." Mr.
Annie P. Lunt '25, Boston University.
Stanford A‘enur 1.01 Anac/ri, Callfornia
750
Bangor
Constitution
of the Ne‘s
Copies of the
Clark concluded, "we hope to convince
Leland A. Merchant '26, Colby.
Send coupon for Free Trial Tulle.
the seniors of the value of the Associa- England Athletic Conference will be
S.
Joy L. Nevens '24, Columbia.
ST ANDARD I.AIMRATORIRS.
tion. If we can do so, then they will placed in the hands of the students this
A•• .l.••• Angel., 4:40O44no. Dept 1
Tbe
Herbert M. Peterson '26, Wesleyan
Pm*.son..1 we fro. Dial DO..
keep in touch with the Alumni Associa- week. Graduate Manager Bryant sug- University.
Nom*
Christmas
vacation
an
gests
that
is
extion after graduating, and we shall be
Alberta G. Pierce '25, Colby.
New line of
Ad& •••
cellent time for the students to look the
well repaid for our trouble."
Blair White '24, Bowdoin.
Constitution over, and to familiarize
Banners and Pennants
M
themselves with its provisions.
Hosea Buck Is Host to Harriers
at
at Banquet
"Some People Only Use Their Heads
HOULIHAN'S
(Continued from Page One)
to Keep their Ears Apart."
speeches. "Prexy" Little started off by
Clothing
commenting on the work of the team and
many;
"Women's
faults
are
announced that Charlie Noyes was grantHaberdashery
Men have only two—
W. A. MOSHER
ed a letter for his recognized
work for Everything they say and
Shoes
the University in Cross Country.
He
Furniture and Hardware
Everything they do l"
was also presented with one of the
ORONO
sweaters which Mr. Buck has most genORONO, ME.
Co-ed: What a pity it is that handerously presented to the letter men.
Other speeches were given by Charlie some men are always conceited?
He: Not always. little girl. I am not.
Noyes, Captain -elect "Pat" Patten and
Dec. 13—Christmas Tree Exercises and
Captain Sim Raymond.
"Milestones"
Following the meeting an orchestra
BACON PRINTING CO.
Balentine co-ed: "Hey, waitress,
presentation of comedy play.
began to play dance music and all ad- there's a fly in my coffee!"
"Dependable Printers"
High Class Photography
journed into the next room to seek their
"'Sall right. Let him freeze to death." Dec. 14-Jan. 2—Christmas Vacation
Partners for dances. A most enjoyable
Jan. 5—First hockey game—Mount
22 STATE Sr., BANGOR, MAIN,'
St
BANGOR,
MAINE
evening was spent and to add to the
Allison College at Orono
"That's the guy I'm laying for." said
gaiety balloons of various colors were the hen as the farmer crossed the barn- Jan. 11—Boston College-University of
given u favors.
Maine debate
1 yard."
Don't forget the Maine "Hello."
Patronize Our Advertisers

T. Clifford Eastman, ex
'24 Has a Tree Nursery

wil

41

Books at Christmastime
M

those who have
smoked Melachrinos
can judge the quality
of the finest Turkish
tobacco.

O

MELACHRINO

"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"

YOUNGS

_. . -Unruly Hair

NOTICE

E. J. VIRGIE

Dance Programs

Chalmers' Studio
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rubbing room at the head oi a motley 1. NVhite side entertained. Severance
KUPPENHEIMER"
Spirit of Jollity Reigns Over Huge pr,KAssion. circling the ring once. and (:oburil did a sharpshooting act, in
"THE HOUSE OF
Crowd at Circus
:hen disappearing. Ill the pageant vva- nseudo "wild west" manner, and TwornOne)
Page
Iowa
(Continued
id Boliyar. or the canvas carcass of Mil and Bixby did a few tumbling
rushing
what once was Boltvar—Maine's first tricks. Then Gardiner and Hall closed
tb. did a
and refreshment
spectacuand only elephant mascot—supported by the evening \vith an unusually
business.
e.
performanc
G. Linekin and Paul Libby, and lar aerial
attracted the Maynard
Aftsr that the ring 1.1.45 cleared away.
• But the evening show
the trainer, James Davis.
by
escorted
has
crowd, the biggest gathering which
clowns. the sawdust ..\\-ept up and dancing was
the
"notables."
the
came
Then
the memSTORE NOW GOING ON
sidebeen in the gymna•ium since
OF EVERYTHING IN OUR
the actors and the wild animals, all how enjovcd until 1 o'clock. But the
StrickCol.
when
orable Maine Night
and performing van- sh..\\,. and re ireshment booths continued
to "give ing to the crowd
land exhorted the football team
Osborne immediately to do busine,..
Sidney
antics.
..us
Because of the "most
the circus, it
Bowdoin
At the e-nclusion
and announced
actors
of
the
charge
took
' %cinch has been
Marjorie
Miss
popu'ar girl contest.
that
uaced
ann.
v.a.
the acts so that all could hear him.
been
has
senior,
running for the past three weeks. the
a
Brewer,
of
on
the
Rowe
Twombley
and
Drew Stearns
everybody
and
en•amous
in
Carnival
was
sale
Winter
ticket
queen of the
into parallel bars and trapeze were the tirst elected
1..•
has
which
who had a ticket wedged his way
c•mtest
popularity
to appear. and they did a neat act which the
NIF • the crowd of spectators.
won a great ovation. Then Morrison running I.'r the past three weeks.
on Seasonable Wearing Apparel
Only a minority of the visitors found and Clark, heavyweight wrestlers, gave a Rowe received 18.001.11 votes and the next
1.2.9
room to dispose themselves on the live minute exhibition bout which was a highest scorer was Miss Elizabeth Hunt
;.“ ell Sweat Shirt,
bleachers st hh had been placed around thriller. It ended as a draw.
.44
of Woodfords. who received 15010. In.‘thletic Shirts
running
th, sawdust ,arpeted arena. The rebeen
has
contest
the
in
terest
.62
‘Vhiteside and 'Whiteside, two brother,
ktuiniiig Pants
mainder took refuge in the running
has been lively
there
and
high
very
acrobatic
comic
a
did
from Bangor. next
track. which is the galler of the gymcompetition between a dozen candidates
and hundreds of other Bargains
act. and after them the clowns. Arthur
for 10
good
Coupons
hiinor.
the
for
['cakes, John Stevens, Paul Severance,
Promptly at 8:30 the pageant began,
have been printed regularly in .;
at
Aura Coburn. Bill True and Osmond votes
the
of
'tut
coming
',Axis
the band of
Maine Caw rus and with every ticket to
the circus. 100 votes have been given.
Miss Rowe. the daughter of Mr. and
7-1.7 trxTi:'
7.1,7.17 !,717,
"
MEE21521137177'rr 'II' ru rr :
Mrs. Herbert 1Varren Rowe of Brewer.
"TOGGERY SHOP"
lias been very prominent in the NVotnen.member
a
being
Athletic Association.
ORONO, MAINE
the Board, and is also prominent in V.
W. C. A. work. She is taking the couri
"Where Your Dollar Buys the Most and the Best"
ill home economics and is one of ti:..
honor students in the College of :Vzr',-ulture. She is a member of Delta DI
:a Delta
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GOLDSMITH BROS.

ILIFE INSURANCE j
FOR THE STUDENT
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"Pat" French, Maine '17, To Coach
at Lewiston

as

(Continued from Page
nines, but was considerably handicapped
by lack of a proper diamond for prac-

1,000 Case of Death
2,000 Case of Death by Accident
In case serious sickness or accident waiver of
premiums.

:1

,1
.11

Payment to the insured as an income $120.00 per
annum.

),4

Premiums and income so paid are not deducted at
death or maturity.
Annual premium as low as

$10.29 Per Annum
PhOne,

V. iii,

Or

MT

SAMPSON ft GENCY
BANGOR, MAiliE
44 Central Street
F. M. Sampson, '05, Mgr.

tice.
French developed such individual star,
as George \tarsiers. the Georgetown
track captain, and one of the greatest
half milers in the country, Ralph Jackon, University of Maine football player
and state champion in the shot put, Nate
Reynolds. crack sprinter. Dan Torrey.
hurdler now a University oi Maine
freshman and who will be heard from at
the state meets, Francis Ward and Cecil
Cutts, also Maine athletes, and many
others.
Lewiston's new coach was himself a
great all around athlete. lie holds the
state record in the broad jump, was one
of the hest sprinters and relay runners
in the East, and exceptional hurdler for
several seasons a member of the New
York Athletic club's crack track team
lie has played both league and semi -pr.. .
ball ever since graduating from Maine in
1917, and was with the Portland club of
the New England league ..nd
with the Philadelphia Atii.encs.
During war tint... French ran
Navy four, that defeated the \ ••,
best and either crack I•t
also played football at Maine. '1111, :as;
season he iitticiated in many important
schoolboy grid contests. He will teach
several subjects at Jordan high in addition to his coaching duties.

the greatest
:he friendship
.re treasured c.
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FOR THE COLLTGE MAN
A Partial List of Suggestions
at Our Store

Jir
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Silk Scarfs
Silk-and-Wool Scarfs
Oxford or Nladras Shirts
or Clocked
Si:k Hos,
.
Short or Long
R:1•14.il Wocl
Silk-and-Wi..1 Hose
M•wha tiloves
House Jackets
I.• miming Ri•bes
Silk PajamaInitial Ilandkerchiefs
Silver Belt Buckles
Evening Dress Jewell- \
Sweater Jackets
Bath Robes
Muffler -
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STRAND THEATRE
Thurs. D.e. 13—All Star Cast
"THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR"
Comedy and News
Fri. Dec. 14—Lon Chany
"THE SHOCK"
Comedy
Sat. Dec. 15—All Star Cast
"WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS"
"Fighting Blood"

M011. Dee. 17—Comedy-Drama
"TOO MUCH BUSINESS"
Comedy
Tues. Dec. 18
"WHAT A WIFE LEARNS"
Comedy
Wed. Dec. 19
"HARBOR LIGHTS"
Comedy and News

•••••••••••••••.-- .•

••--- •

University of Maine
College of Agriculture
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Technology

Phi Ka

For catalog address
PRESIDENT CLARENCE COOK LITTLE
Orono, Maine
••••.••••..•-•••••••••••

••••-•••-•-•••••••••••••••••
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GEORGE A. KING
King's Ice Cream Parlor
Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies

"What a diPrence
just a kw cents make!"
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UNIVERSITY STORE
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